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tempura 天ぷら
A little known fact: originating in Portugal as a dish of green bean 
fritters called “peixinhos da horta,” little fishes of the garden; the 
delicacy was brought to Nagasaki by Catholic missionaries during 
the Edo period.  

The word “tempura” is thought to have been derived from the 
Portuguese “tempero,” a condiment or seasoning, or from the Latin 
word “Tempora,” for the Ember Days, or Lent, when Catholics 
typically refrain from meat. 

In a serendipitous coming home of sorts, tempura is now ubiquitous 
on menus all over the world - with sushi, udon, or soba.  

In Japan, tempura has taken on an art form. Diners sit at a counter 
across from a private chef, observing his skill: the perfect flour blend 
is just combined with ice-cold water, and oil blend heated to the 
optimal temperature, for perfectly coloured, shatteringly crisp, pieces 
of heaven. 
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tachinomi kikuya 喜久や
Japan’s famous tachinomi have undergone a recent resurgence.  
“Tachi” means stand, and “nomi” means drink - basically, a 
Japanese pub.  

Fried food and beer. The perfect combination. And thus, in 2015, 
Kikuya was born - the first ever tempura tachinomi.  

Kikuya means “happy everyday” & our motto is “ichigo ichie,” or 
“once in a lifetime.” We want to bring Londoners a warm, authentic, 
affordable, yet personalised tempura experience.
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mps puri  
Once named Wine & Dine’s first ever Man 
of the Year, Puri is an industry veteran, with 
over 40 years of experience under his belt. 
He is currently working as F&B consultant 
to the Dorchester Collection globally, and 
most recently spent time managing Park 
Chinois in London.  

Puri is founder and CEO of The P Factor 
that creates, delivers and manages unique 
restaurants and bars. He previously 
founded Nira Hotels & Resorts, with hotels 
in Mauritius, Switzerland, Italy and Scotland. 
He has also held Management positions at: 
Peninsula Hong Kong, Raffles Hotel, 
Fullerton Hotel Singapore, Rosewood 
Hotels & Resorts, Ritz-Carlton Hotel 
Company, Halekulani Hawaii, Hyatt Hotels 
Fairmont Hotels, Head of the Americas for 
GHM Hotels & F&B consultant to Orient 
Express Hotels & Resorts  

umeno-san  
Umeno-San has achieved commercial 
success through the Hisaya brand of  
roasted chestnuts, which is stocked at 
hundreds of convenience stores all over 
Japan.  

In recent years, he has expanded his 
empire to include Hisaya Cafe that 
specialises in Japanese chestnut-based 
desserts, the Kikuya chain of tempura bars 
that has 7 outlets in Japan, as well as fine-
dining restaurants Towa and Fujiyama that 
both boast Michelin stars.  

Building on his experience in product 
development and franchise management, 
Umeno-San founded H&F Create, which is 
a F&B consultancy agency in Tokyo. 

check low  
Mr. Low is an experienced investor; his 
involvement in food began as a hobby in 
1995 as a founding partner in the Les 
Amis Group, built “by friends, for friends,” 
the first to bring French fine dining cuisine 
to Singapore.   

With a consistent commitment to quality, 
wine and service, the group today has 
over 30 concepts in Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Myanmar, Vietnam, and Indonesia, 
from fast-casual Vietnamese takeaway to 3 
Michelin starred Les Amis Restaurant.  

Mr. Low has previously invested in 
restaurants in London via AAYA (Duck and 
Rice, Park Chinois, & Babaji). He is also a 
founding partner of Vinum Fine Wines, 
Singapore’s leading wine merchant, that 
has recently partnered with 67 Pall Mall to 
open their first outpost outside London. 
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takeaway 
Kikuya has a successful takeaway 

concept in Tokyo - this is an important 
part of our concept.  

Our dedicated takeaway window will 
feature a smaller menu with takeaway-

only specials, that can be eaten fresh, or 
reheated gently at home. 

    
A dedicated takeaway window will allow 

us to adapt to the era of social 
distancing, and cater to a time-pressed 
lunch crowd post-recovery, featuring a 

smaller menu with takeaway-only 
specials. 

Who says tempura doesn’t travel well?
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the details 
Hours  

12am to 12pm, 7 days a week  
 

Average bill  
Lunch: £20 / Dinner £35  

Covers  
Average total covers per day: 130  

Seats 
20-30 stools + standing room for 20-30  

Space  
500-700sqft + A3 license  

store front with room for takeaway window 

Location 
Soho, Chinatown, Covent Garden, Fitzrovia 
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contact details
- SOLE AGENTS -  

David Rawlinson 
Restaurant Property  

   
T   +44 (0) 20 7935 2223 
M +44 (0) 7774 999 911 

E   david@restaurant-property.co.uk 
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